Thursday, October 1, 2015
8:00 a.m. – 2:30 p.m. Research Day *UBay 304
8:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. Breakfast & Welcome *UBay 304
8:30 a.m. -10:00 a.m. Oral Abstract Presentations *UBay 304
10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. Research Presentation, Nathan Kuppermann, MD *UBay 304
11:00 a.m. – 11:45 a.m. Oral Abstract Presentations *UBay 304
11:45 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Lunch & Moderated Poster Session *Resident Lounge
1:00 p.m. – 1:15 p.m. Awards & Closing Remarks *UBay 304
1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. Mentoring Session for EM Faculty, Nathan Kuppermann, MD *UBay 304

Thursday, October 8, 2015
8:00 a.m. – 9:45 a.m. Ocular Ultrasound, Dana Resop, MD *UBay 304
9:45 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. Ultrasound Case of the Month, Jason Lai, MD *UBay 304
10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. M&M, Samuel Zidovetzki, MD *UBay 304
11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. Program Directors Hour, Mary Westergaard, MD *UBay 304
12:30 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Chair’s Session, Azita Hamedani, MD *UBay 304
1:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. Ultrasound Power Hours, Dana Resop, MD *UBay 304

Thursday, October 15, 2015
7:30 a.m.- 9:45 a.m. Simulation/Skills, Dr. Ross, Dr. Serattish & Dr. Thompson *Sim Center
10:00 a.m.- 11:00 a.m. VIP Grand Rounds, “Thoughtful 21st Century Emergency Imaging" Christopher Moore, MD *UBay 304
11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Pediatric Lecture, Gregory Rebella, MD *UBay 304

Thursday, October 22, 2015
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. Case Conference, Clark Brewer, MD *UBay 304
9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. Oral Boards Prep, Andrew Dean, MD *UBay 304
10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. VIP Grand Rounds, James MacNeal, MD *UBay 304
11:00 a.m. – 11:45 a.m. Staffing Junior Learners, Jeffrey Pothof, MD *UBay 304
12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Joint Critical Care Conference, Russell Japikse, MD *G5/113

Week By Week Reading Syllabus

Week of 10/1
Tintinalli
Chapter 240- Oral and Dental Emergencies- Key Topics
Chapter 241- Infections and Disorders of the Neck and Upper Airway
Chapter 242- Complications of Airway Devices- Advanced Topics
Roberts and Hedges (Ebling E-Book)
Chapter 66, Emergency Dental Procedures- Procedures

Week of 10/8
Tintinalli
Chapter 114- Ear and Mastoid Disease in Children (Peds)- Key Topics
Chapter 115- Eye Problems in Infants and Children (Peds)

Week of 10/15
Tintinalli
Chapter 116- The Nose and Sinuses (Peds)- Key Topics
Chapter 117- The Mouth and Throat (Peds)
Chapter 118- Neck Masses in Children (Peds)- Advanced Topics

Week of 10/22
Tintinalli
Chapter 144- Sexually Transmitted Infections- Key Topics
Chapter 146- Septic Shock

Accreditation Statement
The University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

Credit Designation Statement:
The University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health designates this educational activity for a maximum of 1.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit(s)™.
Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.